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Abstract 
Ng, T.-B., Nine-fields on manifolds, Topology and its Applications 39 (1991) 167-187. 
E. Thomas in 1969 in a survey paper “Vector Fields on Manifolds” (lot. cit.) made several 
conjectures about the span of manifolds. We solve Problem 5 of that paper, namely, that when 
n is congruent to 31 mod 32 and .U” is 7-connected, then M” admits a tangent 9-field if, and 
only if, the mod 2 semi-Kervaire characteristic xZ( M) vanishes. Indeed we obtain the same 
conclusion by requiring M” to be only 7-connected mod 2 instead of 7-connected. We obtain 
necessary and sufficient conditions for an n-plane bundle 6 over M” whose dimension n is 
congruent to 7 mod 8 with II > 15 to have span 29. The results are applied to the tangent bundle 
of M” and we prove one of Thomas’s conjectures concerning the existence of 9-fields on such 
an n-dimensional manifold M”. The method of proof consists in realizing the obstructions to the 
existence of 9 linearly independent sections to 5 via secondary, tertiary and fourth-order 
cohomology operations on the Thorn class of 5 and the evaluation of these operations on the 
Thorn class of the tangent bundle of M”. We also prove that when n is congruent to 23 mod 32, 
span M” 2 8 implies ,Gan M” 2 9. 
Keywords: Nine-fields, Steenrod algebra, fourth-order cohomology operations. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 55840, 57R25. 
Thomas in his 1969 survey paper “Vector fields on manifolds” made severai 
conjectures about the span of manifolds. The following problem was stated in that 
paper as Problem 5: 
If M is a closed, smooth and 7-connected n-manifold with n = 15 mo 
og( M) = 0 and the mod 2 semi-Kervaire characteristic xz( 
In this paper we shall prove this with a weaker hypothesis. Our mai 
ewe . Let M be a smoot 
n with n=7 mod8, na23 sand 
anifo im33sion 
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(a) Vn = 31 mod 32, then M 3 
(b) Vn = or mod 32 and n > 15, then 
Ifn 7 mod 32 and n 2 39, then 
SW,+(M) 
2 if and only if x2(M) = 0. 
Ma9 if and only ifx2( 
Recall that for an odd-dimensional manifold N of dimension 9 the semi-Kervaire 
characteristic is defined by 
xz(N)= C dim W’(N; 
zic9 
From now on &I will denote a smooth, closed and 7-connected mod 2 manifold 
of dimension n with n = 7 (8) and n 3 23. Let e be an n-plane bundle over M. Under 
suitable condition on M we can in fact obtain necessary and suficicbnt condition 
for span(t) >9. This paper follows the methods of Thomas as in [ 181 using the 
-3 u : struct1011 rlr~uly ua 1.11l.X .. +L--J JfiA~howa!d [9]. We consider the existence of 94inearly indepen- 
dent sections of 5 as a lifting of the classifying map of c to BSO,+ Because of 
the connectivity condition on M it is useful to distinguish the case n = 7 mod 16 
and the case n = 15 mod 16. 
When n = 7 mod 16 and n 3 23 we shall use the modified Postnikov tower through 
dimension n (abbreviated n-MPT) [9] for the fibration 7r : BSO,_,(8)+ BS0,(8), 
where BSOj(S)+ BSOj(8) is the fibration with k-invariant v4, v4c H4( BSOj(8); Z2) is 
the generator and B@(8) is the classifying space for orientable j-plane bundle 77 
satisfying oz( q ) = w4( q ) = 0. When n = 15 mod 16>31 we shall use the n-MPT for 
the fibration % : BSO,_,( 16) + BSO,,( Ia), where BSOj( 16) + BSOj(8) is the fibration 
with k-invariant (og , v4). 
We shall retain the notation and convention of [ 181. Recall that the Eilenberg- 
Maclane spaces of types (Z,,j) and (Z,j) are denoted by KY and KT, their respective 
fundamental classes by bj and ~7 respectively. All cohomology shall be ordinary 
cohomology with mod 2 coefficients unless otherwise specified. Let & denote the 
mod 2 Steenrod algebra. 
2. n-M for the fibrations m and e 
When n 5 7 mod 16 and n 2 23 the k-invariants for the n-MPT for the fibration 
7~ BSO,-,(8)+ BSO,(S) are given in Table 1. When n = 15 mod 16 and n 2 31, the 
k-invariants for the n-MPT for % : BSO,,_,(l6)+ BSO,I( 16) are also given by Table 
1 by setting wg to zero. We shall not present the details of the computation of the 
kinvariants here. Of course a knowledge of H*( BSOj(8)) and H*( BSOj( 16)) helps. 
Without loss of generality we may regard the n-MPT for either 7r or i) as being 
induced from the fibration Bspin,,_, + Bspin,, . 
Referring to Table 1, by our connectivity condition on M and Poincare duality, 
the kinvariants we are interested in are SW,,_~ and those in dimension n, namely, 
kg, G, G when tr f 15 (16) and k:. Our objective is to identify kz for n = 7 (8) > 23 
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Table 1 
The k-invariants for the fibration ?r : BSO,,_&) + BSO,,(S) n = 7 (8) 2 23 
k-invariant 
Stage 1 ki 
k: 
Stage 2 kf 
kI 
k5 
k: 
k: 
k; 
Stage 3 kf 
kl 
kJ 
k: 
k35 
k: 
(n= 15 (16)) 
Stage 4 kf 
k; 
kZ 
Stage 5 k: 
dim Defining relation 
n-8 k: = cb,,_, 
n-7 k;= %-7 
1 n-/ S9*ki+S9’k;=O 
n-5 Sq4k; + Sq3k; = 0 
n-3 Sq4Sq2k; = 0 
n-2 xSq4Sq” k; = 0 
n- 1 
1 
n = 7 ( 16) 2 23(~S9~ +wg .) ki + Sq7k: = 0 
n=15(16)~31(XSq8+o,.)k~=0 
n 
I 
n = 7 (16) 3 23(xS9*+ o8 .)kl 
n=lS(16)~31(XSq8+o,.)k:=0. 
n-5 Sq*Sq’kf+Sq’k;=O 
n-3 Sq4Sq’k:+Sq’k;=0 
n-2 &4kf+Sq2kf+Sq’k:=0 
n-l Sq4Sq’k;+Sq’k:=0 
n xSq4k; = 0 
n (Sq4Sq4+Sq8+08.)k~+Sq4Sq2k;+Sq2k~+Sq’k~=0 
n-3 Sq*Sq’k:+Sq’k;=O 
n- 1 Sq*Sq’k; + S9’k; = 0 
n Sq”k;+Xsg”k;+Sq*Sq’k:+Sq’k:=O 
n- 1 Sq*Sq’k;+Sq’k;=O 
and ki when n = 15 (16) using _4dams-Maunder cohomology operations of order 4 
and 3 respectively. We shah do these two identifications separately, the reason for 
this will be clear later on. 
For the identification of these k-invariants we shall need the Admissible Class 
Theorem in [ 181. 
We shall use the following standard diagram as reference 
defined by Table 1, where 7 = 7~ or %: 
I 
(*I 
to the n-M ‘s as 
when n = 7 (16), and B, = 
when n = 15 (16) 
when n = 7 (16), 
,_,(16) when n = 15 (16). 
Let 4 be the universal orie lane bundle over 
class of the bundle Vjn eferring to the n- PT for n or ii a (*) -se 
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shall denote the Thorn class of the bundle induced by Vn on B, B’, Ei, i = 1,2,3, 
by U(B), U( B”) and U( Ei), i = 1,2,3, respectively. 
he identification operations 
We list here the relevant identification operations required to identify the k- 
invariants in dimension n of the n-MPT for q. Noting the connectivity of the 
manifold M, we may choose not to identify the k-invariant directly but possibly 
after a primary cohomology operation on the k-invariant. 
3.1. The identijication tower of operations for kt: 
c#$: sq3(ssq”-9)+(sq”sq7+sq6sq’sq’)(sq”-’5sq’) =o, 
cg: sq4(ssq”-9)+sq3sq”-7+sq’(sq”-7sq’)=o, 
c#g : (sq4sq’)(ssq’1-9)+ sq3(sq”-7sqz)+(sq”sq’osqz)(sq”-‘5sq’) =o, 
44: (~sq4sq’)sq”-‘+~sq4(sq”-‘sq’)+sq3(sq”-’sq’sq’) 
+( Sq6Sq7)( sqn-‘5sq’) = 0, (3.1) 
r,, : ( Sq4Sq2Sq’)( sqy + ( sq’Osq2sq’ + Sq’Sq”Sq’)( sqn-‘5sq’) = 0, 
I-&: (Sq4Sq’)( Sq”-‘Sq2) + (Sq5Sq2)(S4”-“Sq2)+ sq5(sqn-5sq’) 
+isq13sq2+ sq’2sq3)(sq”-‘5sq’) =o, 
r25: Sq’SqnvX + (sq4sq2sq’)(sq”-‘“Sq’) = 0. 
Denote by &, (62 and 43 the cohomology operations associated with the relations 
obtained from #$ , i = 1,2 and 3 by replacing SSq”-’ by Sq’? We shall assume 
without loss of generality that 
4fC 4i9 i = 1,2,3, J-2,= sq4sq2rz5, (3.2) 
where the operations are denoted by the same symbols for their defining relations. 
Then we have the following relations: 
8’ : xSq4Sq’& + Sq”Sq”& + Sq”& + sta’r,, = 0, 
9,: Sq4tjl,+Sq’&=0, (3.3) 
e,:xsq4~,+sq2sq’r~‘+sq’r22=o, 
In: sq2e’+sq’e~+xsq4e~=o. (3.4) 
In particular we need the cohomology operation & associated with the relation 
(66: xsqXsqn-’ +xsq4(Sq”-‘xsq4+ sq”-9sq6+ Sq”-‘“SqhSq’) 
+sq’(Sqn-7Sq7+sq’i-7Sq”Sq’)+(‘1x+’)Sqn+’ =o. (3.5) 
46 is a non-stable cohomology operation when c? = 7 ( 16) and is a stable operation 
when a= 1% (16). 
3.2. The 
When 
addition 
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identijcation tower of operations for ki n = 15 (16) 
n= 15 (16)231 we have in the n-MPT for ii:BS0,_,(16)+BS0,(16), in 
to kg the component ki of the k-invariant for stage 3. To identify ki we 
, 
use the tertiary cohomology operation es defined by the tower given in Table 2. 
3.3. Characterization of the operations 4i, i = 1,2,3 and 4 
Let the following stable cohomology operations be those of ughes-Thomastype 
defined by (cf. [ 111) 
I-, : Sq2Sqn-8+sqn-7sq1 +sq’sqn-’ =o, 
r,: sq4sq”-8+sq3sq”-7+sq”-6sq2 =o, 
l-3: (sq4sq2)sqfl-“+sq”-4sq~+(sq~-ssq2)sq’ =o, 
r,: (~sq4Sq2)Sq”-7+(Sq”-4Sq2+sq~-2)Sq’+Sq”-3Sq2=0, 
r,: sq’sq+*=o. 
Table 2 
iowd for 0, 
k-invariant Operation 
Stage 1 w,,_8=pkt 
w,,_~ = k; 
Stage 2 kf 
k5 
kS 
kZ 
S9”+ 
S9”-7 
m,=Sq n-17s9Zs91+ S9~I-lSS91 
m,=S9 “-‘9S94S9’ 
mj = S9”-*‘Sq4S9*S9’ 
m4 = S9”-‘Sq* 
ms = S9”-7xS94+ S9”-9S96 + S9”-‘“S96S9’ 
m, = S9”-‘Sq7+ S9”-7S96S9’ 
m7 = S9”-“S9’S9’ 
mg = S9”-“xSq4 
m,=S9 “-9s93 + S9”_‘7( s9”s9*s9’ + S9’OS9’) 
ml0 = S9”-‘7( Sq9Sq4S9’ + S9’3S9’) + S9”-‘sS98S93S9’ 
+S9 
~I-I~S~~S~~S~I 
6, : sq*sq”+‘+ s9’s9”-7 + Sq’m, + Sq’m, + ( S98+ Sq4Sq4)m3 = 0 
4*: S94S9”-8+S93S9”-7+S9’m4=0 
cp* : /yS9xS9r’-S +S93m,+S93S9’m7=0 
46 : xS98S9”-7 +xS94m5+S9’m6=0 
77,: (S95S9’)S9’1-8+(S98S94+S96S95S9’)ml+S9’m,+S94m9 
+S95S9’ms+S92S9’m4+(S98XSg4+S9’2+S9”S9’)m2 
+( S9’OS9” + S9”S9*S9’ + Sq8Sq4)m3 = O 
7j2: (S9’S9*S9”)m3 =0 
q3 : ( S9’OSq4+ S9’%q4S9* + Sq”Sq’Sq’)m, + (S9’3S9’ + S914 
+S9’2S92+S9”S93)m2+(S94S9’+S96)m9+(S92S9’)m’0 
+S93S9’m7+(S9”S92S9’)m,+S94S92S9’m~=0 
Stage 3 ki 0,: (S9X+S94S94)&+S94S92&fS9Z~5+S9’~6+S94?h+s92~3 
+ s9377z = 0 
Stable n = 31 mod 32, nonstable tt = 13 mod 32 
___.~--- - 
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Let %+I be the universal example for the operations dii, i = 1,2,3,4, &, & 
and &+2 be the universal example for the operations ri, i = 1,2,3,4,5 and Y-,,, 
be the universal example for (n + 1 )-dimensional cohomology class x satisfying 
Sq’x = Sq’x = 0. We have the following obvious commutative diagram: 
f, 
p*.nrl- s n-t1 . 
where 7: Y,#+,+ K,+, is the principal fibration with k-invariant (S$, Sq’)b,,+, and 
fi : ii,.*+, + P,,,+, is the obvious fibre map making the diagram commutative. 
mma 3.1. The stable secondary cohomology operations c#&, i = 1,2,3, I&, & can 
be chosen in such a way that the following equations are satisjed : 
f~~,=sq’r,+(sq”-7~sq”-9sq~~sq”-1osq3)~~~+sqn-’osq4, . 
fF&=L 
f~~3=r3+(sqn-4+sq*-6sqZ+sqn-7sq3+sqn-9sq5)~o.o+sqn-7sq4 
+ ss”-gsq2sq4, 
f :r2, = sq%6&+ s~4s~~s~*-~%~~~o,o, 
f Trz2 = sqn-J+,,, + (s4”_“sq5)+o.o+ spsq7, 
f :4,= r4+sp+, , +sp~00+s~n-9s~7, . . 
where 40.0, 4 1,1 are the stable Adams basic secondary cohomology operations associated 
with the relations 
c$~,~: Sq’Sq’ = 0 and c#+,, : Sq”Sq”+ Sq3Sq’ = 0. 
Furthermore these stable cohomology operations satisfy the relations 8, i 82 and 03 of 
(3.3). Hence there are thus dejned families of stable tertiary cohomology operations 
associated with the relations 8, 
xSq4kf+ Sq’k;, kg, kg by (stable) tertiary cohemology operations. In particular, 
the operation identifying kz must also satisfy certain requirement under S-duality. 
This will be dealt with in Section 6. 
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Let I: D j + Yj be the fibration with k-invariant (§q4d,, 4,,(dj)) and let 6j E 
aH’( Dj) be the fttndamental elms of Di. T!xzx vve have the following lemma: 
.I. The operations ei, i = 1,2,3 can be chosen simultaneously in such a way 
that the following is satisfied: 
0 i (x~q440,2(bd + Sq’42,2(bn-9)) u b,-, 
+(Sqn-S+sqn-7 Sq2)4,2(b,_,) E e,(h?-,), 
Sq2Sq’4*,1(b,-9) u b  + s9n-740.2(bn-9) E e2(bn4, 
sS64,.,(bn-d v b,-,+ Sqn-‘Sq340.2(h-td E e&,-g), 
modulo Bn-,6+,,,( b”+), where B”+ is the vector subspace of & which annihilates all 
cohomology classes of dim s n - 16; 
(ii) sq”-10sq6sq’sq’~n_,~E e&-,9), 
OE e2(b-w), 
Here 40,2 and 42,2 are the stable Adams basic operations associated with the relations 
sq1sq4+ (Sq2Sq’)Sq2+ sq4sq’ = 0 and Sq4Sq4 + Sq6Sq2 + Sq’Sq’ = 0 respectively. 
The proof of Lemma 4.1 (i) is not difficult, and is similar to that of Theorem 4.19 
of [ 181. 4.1 (ii) follows a similar argument. We leave the details to the reader. 
To verify the relation In we evaluate it on U(“+‘)‘4 E H”+‘(QP@)) where U E 
H4(QP@)) is a gensrator and QP@) is the infinite quaternionic projective space. 
Let p2: pZ,n+l + fi,“+, be the universal example tower for the operation ( 01, e2, 6,) 
on (n + l)-dimensional cohomology classes. It is easy to see, via a Leray-Serre 
spectral sequence argument, that 
for some cy E Z2. If n = 7 (16), then 
P$qn+‘Ln+, = P:Sq”-3Sq4L,+, 
=Pf(xsq4(sq”-‘sq4+ sqn-9§q2sq4) + sq2(Sq”-8sq7))Ln+, , 
so that if need be we can replace (8,) 0,) by 
(e, + dkf-%f$, e,+ a(stf-7stj4+ sqTsq2sq4)) 
to obtain the relation sq*e, + Sq’e, +x§q4e2 = 0. 14 is easy to deduce that 
Indet 2n*2n-2*2n+l((e,, e2, e,), it is tedious but not 
using S-duality to deduce t 
would then establish the re 
vanishes on U(n+‘)/4. 
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on low dimensional classes 
The relation 0 gives rise to a family of stable fourth-order cohomology operation. 
We shall now choose a suitable fourth-order operation also denoted by 0, whit 
is required by the Admissible Class Theorem as formulated in [ 181. 
Let g : Wj + Q be the principal fibration with classifying map ( +,,1, c&,2, c,&) 
(6,) = (4, , , &,2,42.2)Z*q*( bj), where Dj is as defined in Section 4. Let tj be the 
fundamental class of Wj. Let R, , R3 be the stable tertiary operations defined by 
R,: Sq’4o.o=0, 
R,: Sq2Sq1~2,~+Sq6+,2+(Sq7+xSq7)~,.1 = 0. 
(5.0 
Following the methods of [18], we can prove the following: 
heorem 5.1. 
6. S-dual of O3 
Let 0 = g*( UT) E H”( M x M), where UT is the Thorn class of the tangent bundle 
of M and g:MxM + 7” is the map that collapses the complement of a tubular 
neighbourhood of the diagonal in M x M to a point. Then (cf. [18, Lemma 6.83 or 
[B, Section 4]), with the notation of Section 6 of [ 181, we have the following: 
Lemma 6.1. (i) fi mod 2 = A+ tA, where t is the homomorphism induced by the map 
that interchanges the factors of M x M. 
(ii) A u tA = x2( M )y 0 p, where p is the fundamental class of M. 
(iii) Sq"-"Sq' A = 0. 
Parts (i) and (ii) are proved in 129, Section 41. The fact that Sq”-“Sq’A = 0 can 
be easily deduced from the connectivity condition on M, Poincare duality, Wu 
duality and that Sq”-‘%q’(A+ tA) = 0. 
One of our goals is to evaluate a( U,). We shall show that a( UT) is trivial by 
showing that a( 0) is trivial. Hence we need to show that II& is defined on A and 
trivial on A. The technique we employ here is to use S-duality to give the required 
conclusion. 
The following confirms that (!I3 is defined on A. 
Suppose So,,-9(M) = 0, then Cl, C2, +i, i = 1,2,3 are de$ned on A, 
hence on tA. Furthermore by the connectivity condition on M, +i, i = 1,2,3, &, are 
triviai on A (module zero indetermi‘nacy ). 
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roposition 6.3. is trivial modulo zero indeterminacy on A. 
Proposition 6.3 can be easily proven by using a S-duality argument and the fact 
that Sq”-‘Sq4Sq2Sq’A = 0. 
By a slight rearrangement of the relation of t93 and the fact that Indet*“( &, M x 
M) = 0 we can deduce the following: 
Lemma 6.4. 
xss 
“-13~4+Sq2x~qn-11~3 
+(Sq3~Sqn-7+Sq~Sq3~Sqn-9+Sq4~Sqn-8+(n,’3)~Sq”-4)R2 
+((Sq2Sq4+ sq4sq2)xsqn-7 +~Sq4~Sqn-5)Rl+~Sq’~Sqn-7~~t93 
for some p E Hz, where RI , R2, I?3 and R4 are stable tertiary operations dejned by 
R,: Sq’&‘.o=O, 
Rz: Sq’+,,z+ Sq%‘,’ + Sq440.0 = 0, 
R,: sq2sq’~2.2+~q6~~.2+~~q7+x~q7~~*,l =o, 
it,: sq7~~,~+sq7sq3~~.2+sq”~,.~+~q’3~~.~=~, 
“-::-&. xsq4sq4 + sq6sq2 = 0. 
(6.1) 
Hence we may now state our theorem. 
6.5. e3 is defined on A and B,(A) = 0 modulo zero indeterminacy. Hence .Q 
is defined on A and tA. 
roof. By Propositions 6.2 and 6.3, O3 is defined on A. Then the S-duality pairing 
(@,(A), UVMxM) where VM x M is the stable normal bundle of 
= (A, xe3( uv,,,)) 
= (A, {xSqn-‘3R4+ Sq2xSqn-“R3 
+(sq3Xsqn-7+sq2sq3Xsqn-9+Sq4~sqn-8+(n~’3)~sqn-4) 
+((sq2Sq4+Sq4Sq2)xS;-7+~Sq4xSqn-5)R, 
+ pSq’xSq*-7) UVMxM) by Lemma 6. 
= (A, {xSqn-‘31?4+ Sq2xSqn-“R3)U,,x,) 
ion 0 an 
=O 
=0, 
since the stable bundle vMx M is classifie Y a 
~,~(BWv(W = {O), - 
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Therefore 8,(A) = 0. Thus 0,( ?A) = 0. The fact that Indet*“( M x M, OS) = 0 is 
trivial. Hence by the connectivity condition on M, L? is defined on A and on tA. 0 
7. , the case n E 15 (16) and n 231 
In this section we shall assume that n = 15 (16) 3 31. When n = 15 (16) 331, we 
have in the n-MPT for w in addition to kg the component kz of the k-invariant for 
stage 3. To identify ki we use the following tertiary cohomology operation (stable 
if n = 31 mod 32, non-stable if n = 15 mod 32) defined by the relation, 
8,: (sq8+sq4sq4)~,+sq4sq2~*+sq~~~+sq’~~+sq4~,ssq3~~+sq3~* 
= ((n&‘)sqn+‘) (7.0 
where the stable secondary cohomology operations are defined by the relations 
given in Table 2. Consider the following commutative diagram: 
K n+’ =K II+, 
where j’, is the obvious map, &+, is the universal example for 
(~‘,~2,~~,~6,77’,772,773) and k~,,n+,+K,+, is the principal fibration with k- 
invariant ( Sqnm8, Sqn-‘, Sq’, Sq2, sq4hI+, l 
Lemma 7.1. The stable Adams- Maunder secondary cohomology operations 
(4,) 4*, qi+, &, ql, q2, q3) can be chosen in such a way that 
j-f& = I-1 +(Sqn-8+Sqn-‘SSq7+Sq’r-‘7Sq6Sq3)~~,~, 
f3f+j = &Y,+ S4”-‘Sq3+o,2+ Sq”-‘Sq”Sq’+,., + Sqn-8Sq7+o,o, 
ff%j, = sq+‘cjQ+ Sq”_‘Sq’&,, + ( sqn-‘%q” + sqn-‘%q8sq3 
+ Sq’1-‘3 sq9+sq”-‘3s~7sq2+sq”-“sq7+sq”-“sqssq2 
~sqf’-Bsqs+~q”-nSg4+Sq”-7 3 + sq*‘-6sq?)#(,~(~, 
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where rl, r2, &, &, and r7 are the stable Hughes- Thomas type cohomology operations 
associated with the relations 
r,: s92s9"-8+s9*s9~-7+s9~-7s9'=o, 
r,: s94s9n-F+ s93Sqn-7+Sqn-6s9*=0, 
r,: s9's9"-8=0. 
Lemma 7.1 can be easily proven. The details are left to the reader. Now using 
the methods of [ 181, it is not difficult but tedious to derive the following technical 
theorem. 
There exists a choice of the operation (c& , c#I*, q& , 46, ql, q2, 17~) satisfy- 
usion of Lemma 7.1 such that the relation &, is satisfied. Hence there is 
defined a family of te: riary cohomology operations table if n = 31 mod 32, non-stable 
if n = 15 mod 32, associated with the relation 66. In p icular, if 1: Yj + Kj is the 
principalfibration with k-invariant (S9’, S9*, S94)bj and + Yj is the principalfibra- 
tion with k-invariant (&,O, qbl,l, &,, Sq8)1* bj and dj E H’( Dj) is the fundamental 
class of Dj, there is a tertiary cohomology operation associated with the relation t& 
also denoted by the same symbol 66 such that 
41,3(&-9) u k-9 E %(d,-9) module (ss14&k-9)~ 
where (S9’4,,,(d,,_,)) is the set of cohomology classes in Hz”-‘(D,,_,) of the form 
S9’42,2(d,,-9), where I is an admissible sequence with excess 6 n - 2 (note that 
S9’42,2(d,,_9) contains no cup products) and 4l.3 is the stable Adams basic operation 
associated with the relation 
Now there is a unique class 
p9 U( BSO,,( 16)) (mod~10 zero 
SO,(ld) is the inclusion of t 
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Theorem 7.3. s90J( +)* U( BSO,( 16))) = ii*& l w,,+) l U( BSO,_9( 16)). Thus 
roof. The first assertion follows form Theorem 7.2. The second assertion is a 
consequence of the Admissible Class Theorem [ 181 and the fact that 4: : H*( E,) + 
H*(BSO& 16)) is an epimorphism in dimension sn. 0 
An immediate corollary is: 
Corollssry 7.4. Suppose 6 is an n-plane bundle ozw M such that 08( 5) = 08(M) = 0. 
Then if k&) is dejned, k:(e) 8 Ut c t16( U,). 
roof. 
/39(&I-9(5) = W39(S) l o,-,,(5) 
= sq3s8cs) l WI-M(5) 
=Ps(S) l sq’sq’0,_,,(~)=0, 
where 40.d &I = ut l P&), h.3( &) = U, 9 M5) and 40.3 is a stable operation 
associated with Sq’Sq*+ (Sq4Sq’)Sq4+ Si7Sq2+ Sq%q’ = 0. The result then follows 
from Theorem 7.3. 0 
8. S-dual of & 
Throughout this section we assume that n = 15 mod 16 and ~l)*( M) = 0. We shall 
consider the choice of the stable secondary cohomology operation 46. Recall & is 
associated with the relation 
t#& &9q8sqn-’ +*sq4(sqn-7xsq4+sqn-9sq6+sqn-‘osq6sq’) 
+sq’(sq”-‘sq’+ sq*-‘Sq%q’) = 0. 
The S-dual of & is given by the relation 
~Sqn-7Sq8+(Sq4XSq”-7+Sq4Sq~~S~‘1-9+sqssq~~sq”-’o)Sq4 
.(sq4sq2sq’~Sq”-‘+ S&s9’xS9~’ -‘)sq’ = 0 W) 
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is an operation IY6 associated with (cf. [ 153) the relation (8.1) 
(xsqn-‘5 + sq4xsqn++ sq6Sq’xsqn-22+ sq2sq4xsq’*-*’ + sq2sqn-“)+3 
, 3 
+(~q’~sq~-‘“+sq’sq’~sqn-‘5+(sq7sq3+sq9sq’)~sqn-‘9 
+ sq2xsqn-“M’.3 
+((sq7+Sq4Sq2sq’)~sqn-‘S+Sq6sq2~q3XSqn-’9 
+ sq2sq’xsqn-” + sq2sq3xsqn-“)9,, 
+ (xsq4xsqn-” + sq6xsqn-‘3 +(Sq’“+Sq8Sq2+sq7sq2sq’)Xsqn-‘7 
+ ( sqssq3 + sq”)xsq”-‘*)+2,* 
-~((~q6~q*+sq~sq2)~sqn-“+(sq’osq’+sq8sq2sq’+sq” 
+ sq9sq2)xsqn-‘5 +(sq”sq2+sq’3+sq’2sq’+sq’osq3 
+ sq9sq3sq’)xsqn-” +(sq6sq3+ sq*sq’+ sq6sq2sq’)xsqn-‘3)~o.2 
+(~q~~~q”-‘+~q*Sq-‘XSqn-8+Sq7~sqn-’o+Sq6sq2~sq~-” 
+ (Sq6Sq2Sq’+ sq’sq*)xsq”-I*+ Sq9sq2xsqn-‘4+Sq”x~qn-‘4 
+sq9sq3xsq”-‘5+(sq9sq4+sq9sq3sq’+sq’3+sq*2sq’ 
+ s4”sq4sq’)x~ff-‘“)4,1.1 
+ ((Sq7Sq3+ sq’sq’sq’ + sq6sq3sq’ + sq9sqyxsqn-” + sq4sq4xsqn-9 
+ sq6xsqn-’ + (Sq’lSq’ + Sq*Sq3Sq’)XSgn-‘3 
+(sq”Sq*Sq’ + sq’“sq’ + sq’“sq3sq’)xsq”-‘“)~o.o 
cr69 
where the +ij’s are the Adams basic operations, in parkular, 40,3 and &3 are associated 
with the relations, +o,3: Sq’Sq8+(Sq4Sq’)Sq4+Sq7Sq’+Sq”Sq’ =0 and 
43.3: sq8sq8+sq’2sq4+sq’4sqi+sq’5sq’=o. 
By choice we see that 46 differs from the choice of S-dual repzzszntative by a 
primary cohomology operation a (modulo indeterminacy) such that 
a E Ker u3* : H*“( K,) + f’2n-3’( K,,-32). 
By inspection, Poincare duality and the connectivity con 
B”= Ker u3* n H2n( K,) considered as cohomoiogy ope 
omod2=A+tAand 
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where &uj3~= S,,p, p E H”(M) is a generator. Thus we may assume without 
loss of generality that 
46(A) =x&i(A) 
where fb is the S-dual characterization of &. 
By the connectivity condition on M we see that &0 UVMxM =0, c#&~ UP_, = 0, 
40.2 Uv&qx &q=O. Now since 
42.2 uB~ON(W = (0) and (63.3 ~B~O.(16) = if% 
where BSOj( 16) is the classifying space for orientable j-plane bundles 6 satisfying 
45) = 45) = o&) = 0 and U(BsOj(16)) is the Thorn class of the pull-back of 
the universal j-plane bundle over BSOj( 16), and since Indet N+7( &Z, u,,,~& = 0 
and IndetN+“(&, L’]M,& =0, where v&lx&# is an N-dimensional vector bundle, 
the S-duality pairing 
(&(A), u,~,x,,>=~.X~~(A)~ &,.,,)=(A, rd&,.~,) 
=(A, [((§q7+~§q7)~Sq”-‘s+Sq6Sq2Sq3~Sqn-19 
+ sq’sq’xsq”-” + sq2sq3~sq”-‘3)&.3 
+{sq7xsqn-‘6+sq4sq’xsqn-1s 
+(sq7sq3+sq9sq1)xsq”-19 
+ ~q’x~~“-“M1.31 uv,,,J 
Now it can be easily shown that 
Lemma 8.2. 
(Sq”-‘5(xsq7+sq7)+sq”-‘9sq9sq2+sq”-19sq8sq3 
+ sqn-” sq3+ sqn-‘3sq2sq3)A = 0 
and 
(Sq”-‘6Sq4Sq2Sq’+Sq”-‘5 sq6+ Sqn-‘9(sq6sq3sq1 + Sq9Sq’ 
+ Sq’Sq’Sq’) + SqA-“Sq’)A = 0. 
Thus it follows from the above S-duality pairing that c$~A =0 modulo zero 
indeterminacy. 
We refer to Table 1 for the k-invariants for the n-MPT for the fibration v or +. 
Since we bre only interested in ki, kz, k;f (;Tjhen n = 15 mod 16) and ki, we shall 
only realize those k-invariants k or ak for some (nontrivial) (Y E ti involved in 
realizirg or identifying kz, kg, k;‘, or ki. efore we proceed we would like to state 
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some results about H*( BSOj(8)) and H”(BSOj(l6)) which we have assumed in 
Section 7. 
Recall the terminology and notation given as in (*) for the n-MP’I for 7 : &? + B’, 
q=rr or ii. 
9.1. 
It is not hard using the method of Bore1 [7] to deduce the following: 
ewe .I. Let 
BSO,_,(k)~ E l -% BSO,(R) 
be the_first stage of the Postnikov tower for thefibration  : BSO,& k) + BSO,( k) for 
n=7 mod8 andna23 and k=8 or 16. Then 
45 “(E,) + H”@%!&,_,(k)) 
is an epimorphism in dimension G n. 
9.2. 
9.2.1. 
Consider the vector valued operation (4, 5 d, , &, &, , I&). By Lemma 3.1, 
Theorem 9.1, and the Admissible Class ‘Theorem, we have that 
(Sq’k:, kf, k:, O,O) l WW~ @,,42,+3, G,, WWE,)), 
where El + BSO,(S) is the first stage of the n- n-,(8) + n(8) for 
n = 7 (8) 2 23, since Ker(qT) n Im( pr) n H’( E,) 
9.2.2. 
By 9.2.1 (Sq’k:, ks, kg,O,O) is admissible for (XSq4k:+Sq’kz, kz, kz). If’ we let 
E2+ E, + BS0,(8) be the second stage of the n-MP’T for ,+(8) + BSO,(S), then 
((xSq4k:+Sq’k5,k~,k35)}. U(E2)~(e,,e~,e3)U(E2). 
This follows from Lemma 4.1, the Admissible Class Theorem and the fact that 
Now by 
40,*( wBs0”-903))) =0, 
41.d U( n-903))) = 0, 
Iheorem 5.1, 
Son-903))) = 0, 
40 o( u(BSOn-~(8))) = 0. ,
s’iI( TV)* U( BSO,(S)) = { U( 
since R3( U(BSO,._,(8>)) =0. Thus, by the above discussion 
(xSq4kf+Sq’k:, kz, kz) is a 
ence 
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1 ndeterminacy 
Since our objective is to evaluate 0 and &, on the Thorn class of the taugent 
bundle over M, we need to take into account he indeterminacies of the operations 
&? and &,. Let 6 be an n-plane bundle over M. We shall assume throughout hat 
is 7-connected mod 2, o*(M) = 0 if dim M is congruent to 15 mod 16 and greater 
than 15. 
10.1. Indeterminacy of In 
By the methods of [ 151 and S-duality and [S], we can compute the indeterminacies 
of 0 on Ts and M x M. The following can be easily derived and we leave the details 
to the reader. 
rqosition 10.1. (i) Indet’“(0, Te) = 0 modulo Sq’H’“-‘( To. 
(ii) Indet’“(0, M x M) =0 modulo Sq8Hznv8( M x ML 
roposition 10.2. Suppose 08( 5) = wg( M ). Then 
Indet”(k!, M) =0 modulo Sq8Hnv8( M). 
10.2. Indeterminacy of e6 
We now assume that dim M = n is congruent o 15 mod 16, n > 15 and og( M) = 
4s) = 0. 
Consider the stable secondary cohomology operations 6, , & associated with the 
relations: 
5, : (SqS + Sq4Sq4)Sq” + ( Sq4SqZ)Sq4+ sq’xsq8 + Sq4( Sq%q’) = 0, 
52: (sq”+sq4sq4)sq’+(sq4sq’)sq3+sq’~sqs=o. 
Then by [ 151 and [ I] the S-duals x& , x& of &, & respectively satisfy 
41.3EX(kA ._ 4o~+sq'4*,2~x52* (10.1) 
Now the S-dual of Te is the Thorn complex of cy = -r- q,,, (see [5]). We regard 
a! as being classified by a map into BSO,,,( 16) for some sufficiently large N. By the 
methods of [ 151, the connectivity condition on M and the fact that 
43,3( U(BSON(16)) = (0) we can arrive at 
Indet*“( &,, T&) = 5, Hznm9( Tt) + ~2H2n-8( To. 
Now in dimensions ~9, H*(BS0,(16)) is generated by ps, &, p4, Sq2p4, Sq3p4, 
where 
40.3( wmv(~m = W~W16)) l px, 
41,3( Uo3wv(16~) = w3sONw9) l p9, 
4os2( U(BSO,(lci)j = U(BSO.46)) 0 pd. 
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Therefore, by ( 10.1) 
x&(ua)= u* l P9W, x&wcY)= u,g%d@)* 
NOW by stability, for a trivial bundle k, &(k) = 0 and &(k) = 0 mod& zero 
indeterminacy. Therefore, 
Pg(~)=Psi-s-~)=Bs(-s)+Ps(-~)=p9(5)+ps(vM), 
where vM is a stable normal bundle. Similarly, 
p8(a)=p8(t)+p8(vM)- 
Now by Corollary 7.4 and an indeterminacy argument ogether with the con- 
nectivity condition on A4, it can be deduced that Indet”( k:(t), M) is given by 
(5,(x)+Pg(S).x+rz(y)+Ps(5).yIx~H”-9(M;iE),y~H”-~( 
= {(&bM)+&(t)) l x+(p8bM)+p8(&)) ‘ylxEHns9( 
Thus we have: 
3. (9 Suppose &t(e) = &( vM) and &(5) = @9( VM). Then k&$) = 0 if 
and only if 06( Us) = 0. 
(ii) rfp8(5) # pS(Vd Or if (6 +/39(t) l )Hnw9(M, B) # 0, then oE k:(r). 
Similarly we have the following: 
x M; =0 if and only if&(VM)=p9(VM)=o. 
ifolds 
We shall consider two cases separately, namely, the case n = 7 (16) 3 23 and the 
case n = 15 (16) 2 31. We assume throughout his section that the manifold M is 
7-connected mod 2. 
11.1. The case n=7 (16)323 
Recall the relation & given by (3.5) on cohomology classes of dimension sn. 
Consider the commutative diagram: 
where PI is the universal exa 
with k-invariant (Sqne8, Sq*- 
the diagram commutative. 
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similar to Lemma 7.1, we have the following: 
1.1. There is an unstable cohomology operation associcted with the relation 
&,, also denoted by the same symbol such that 
f :cp, = &j+ sq”-‘sq3C#5~,~+ Sq”-‘sq’sq’C#&,, + Sqn-*Sq’&Jl 
where &, is the nonsrtible Hughes- Thomas type cohomology operation associated with 
the relation 
&: ~sqssq”-7+sq~-3sq4+(sqn-3sq2)sq~=o. 
Hence, if E, is the Jirst stage of the n-MIT for ?r, then 
&A WE,)) = (k: l WE,)) 
modulo indeterminacy I ndet’” ( t/r+, , TE, ). 
Now following the argument of the proof of Theorem 6.5 and using Atiyah-James 
duality we have the following: 
Proposition 11.2. Suppose 6 is an n-plane bundle over a smooth, closed and connected 
manifold M of dimension n = 7 mod 8. Suppose further that M is 7-connected 
So,__,(~) = 0, and 0,._~(5) = 0. Then 0,( Q) = 0 modulo zero indeterminacy. 
mod 2, 
We now state the main theorem: 
Theorem 11.3. Suppose dim M = n and n = 7 (16) 2 23. Suppose further that o&) = 
w8( M). Then 
Span( 5) 2 9 iff &0,+ (6) = 0, (o,, At) = 0) C#BJ U,) = 0 and a( UJ = 0. 
Proof. By inspection of Table 1, the only possible obstructions to the existence of 
g-sections on 6 are (whenever they are defined), So,-&), kg(t), kg(&) and k:(e). 
By the connectivity condition on M and Lemma 11.1, ki = 0 iff &( Q) = 0. By the 
Admissible Class Theorem and Proposition 11.2, k:( 5) = 0. Since og( 5) = os( M), 
by Proposition 10.1, Indet*“( 0, Tt) = 0. Therefore by (9.1) 
k&)=0 ia Q(U,)=O. 
This establishes the theorem. Cl 
11.2. The case n= 15 (16)>31. 
Let 6 be an n-plane bundle over M. Suppose that o~( M) = o&) = 0. Define 
@s(5) E H’(M) by 40,3( U[> = &( 6) l Ue. Similarly define p&) E H9( M) by 
413( ue) = &(5) l Ut- Then we have the following: . 
Suppose M is 7-connected mod 2. Let dim =n=15(16)z3LSup- 
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(1) If &#) + @S(T) or if (51 +Pg) l Jf”‘?M, a) f 0, then span([) 29 if, and only 
if &,,_&) = 0 and a( LJ() = 0. 
(2) ZfA(5) = A(T) and&(8 = P&), then span(S) 39 if, and only if&,&) = 0, 
t&( Us) = 0 and a( We) = 0. 
Proof. By inspection of Table 1, the only obstructions to the existence of 8-linearly 
independent sections on e are SW ,&5), k:(e), k&Z), k:(5) and k:(5) (whenever 
they are defined). By the Admissible Class Theorem we can deduce that k:(t) = 0 
iff &( Ur) = 0. By Theorem 8.1, taking S-dual of 13 we see that &( U’) = 0. Hence 
k;(e) =6. If 8 o,,+( 5) = 0 by the Admissible Class Theorem and Lemma 4.1 we can 
derive that k:(e) = 0 iff &( U&) = 0. But by Lemma 6.4, &( U’) = 0. Hence k:(g) = 0 
if 60,+( 5) = 0. 
Suppose now /3&) f &( 7) or (6, +p&) l )Hnw9( M, 2) f 0 then OE k:(t). Since 
o*(M) = w&) = 0, by Proposition 10.1, Indet*“(Q Te) =O. Thus by (9.1) k&) =0 
if and only if 0( Us) = 0. This proves part ( 1). 
The proof of part (2) is similar to that of part (1). We leave the details to the 
reader. Here we use Proposition 10.3(i). 0 
11.3. g-fields on manifolds 
The main aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1 .l. Recall Lemma 6.1. With 
the notation of Lemma 6.1, we have the following, which is derived in a way similar 
to Proposition 6.9 of [ 181. 
“-‘Sq’A = Sq”-‘Sq6Sq’A = Sq”- ‘A = Sq’-Sq’A = 0. 
(ii) Suppose dim M = n = 15 mod 16~ 15. Then 
Sqn-“Sq*Sq’A = Sqn-‘9Sq4Sq’A = Sqn-*‘Sq4SqZSq’A = Sq”-9A = 0. 
The following is an easy consequence of Proposition 6.6 of [18]. 
mm8 . (i) I$ dim M = n = 15 (16), then o,_~( M) = 0. 
(ii) If dim M = n = 23 (32) and w8( M) = 0, then o,+(M) = 0. 
Following the technique of Mahowald [12] as demonstrated in the 
Theorem 9.lO(ii) in [ 191 using the connectivity condition an M, Lemma 8.2 and the 
fact that Sq’p,( vM) =0 and Sq’&,( vM)+ Sq3&(vM) = 0, we can deduce the fol- 
lowing: 
Theorem 11.7. Suppose dim M = n = 15 mod 16 and n> 15 and suppose 
connected mod 2 with 08( ) = 0. 7%en &, is dejined on and on t 
defined in Section 8. In particular, 
) j.4 . 9 n E 15mod32 
module zero indete ere 
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roof of Theorem 1.1. If n E 15 (16) and n 3 3 1, it follows from Theorem 11.4, 
Lemma 11.6 and Section 4 of [Sl] that the only obstructions to the existence of 
!&fields on M are @,( U( M)) and 0( U( M)). By Theorem 11.7 if n = 31 mod 32, 
&,( U(M)) =0 and if n = 15 mod32, &(U(M))=O if and only if x2(M)=0. Now 
0 is defined on A and so on tA by Theorem 6.5. By Proposition 10.1, Indet*“( 0, M x 
M)=O since as(M)=O. Therefore g*L?(U(M))=R(A+tA)=RA+tfl(A)=O 
where g:MxM + T(M) is the map that collapses the complement of a tubular 
neighbourhood of the diagonal in M x M to a point. Hence 0( U(M)) = 0 since g* 
is monomorphic. Thus if n =31(32), span Mz9 and if n=15(32) spanMa if 
and only if xr( M) = 0. This proves part (a) and part (b) when n = 15 mod 32. 
If n = 7 (16), then by Theorem 11.3, the only obstructions to the existence of 
I)-fields on M are SW ,& M), &( U(M)) and J2( U(M)). Part (c) then follows from 
the stability of L! and the nonstability of c#++ Part (b) when n = 23 mod 32 follows 
similarly since w, _9( M) = 0. Cl 
Remark 11.8. It seems plausible by the methods of [ 191 exploiting the technique of 
Mahowald [ 121 to drop the condition that o,(M) = 0 when n = 7 (16) in Theorem 1.1. 
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